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The global problem of multidrug-resistant bacterial patho-

a long time, the problem of antimicrobial resistance has been

gens requires urgent actions, including the development

viewed in isolation, mainly from the clinical microbiology perspec-

of therapies supplementary or alternative to antibiotics.

tive, e.g. as associated exclusively with the use/overuse/misuse of

One of the infection control options could be phage therapy.

antimicrobials in human medicine. Admittedly, this can be one of

This article gives a brief overview of phage therapy poten-

the factors contributing to the dissemination of antimicrobial

tials as well as the challenges it faces in order to become

resistance, but the problem has much wider implications and must

a widely accepted form of infection treatment.

be contemplated within a broader evolutionary and ecological
context.

The history of antimicrobial drug discovery includes more than 15
classes of antimicrobials that became a cornerstone in microbial

In natural ecosystems, antibiotics play an essential role in

infection control and management and saved many lives1. Antimi-

regulatory processes that are involved in many functions of micro-

crobial therapy indeed became one of the most successful forms of

bial ecosystems5. While serving as signalling molecules at low

therapy in clinical medicine. However, the broad and often indis-

concentrations in natural ecosystems6, in human and animal

criminate use of antimicrobials in human and veterinary medicine

infectious disease therapy they are mainly used for their bacteri-

and in agriculture resulted in the widespread antimicrobial resis-

olytic and bacteriostatic activities expressed at high concentrations.

tance in microbiota of many ecological compartments . Especially

Also, they are widely used at subtherapeutic concentrations in

worrisome is the rise of multidrug resistance among bacterial

food animal production for metaphylactic purposes. Extensive use

pathogens, which may severely limit our abilities to control infec-

of antibiotics in clinical medicine, veterinary, agriculture and

tious diseases. Very limited options, for example, exist to treat the

other applications are the hot spots with persistent antibiotic inﬂux

so-called ESKAPE bacteria (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus

into microbial ecosystems. These are the places, where naturally

aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii,

occurring antibiotic resistance genes are selected and ampliﬁed.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter species)3. If no

At this stage, antibiotic resistance genes are integrated into the

immediate actions are taken, the estimated death toll due to

normal microbiota and the ﬁtness cost associated with the antibi-

multidrug-resistant bacterial pathogens may reach 10 million by

otic resistance gene carriage is reduced. Because of this, antibiotic

the year 20504.

resistance becomes very resilient against eradication, even in the

2

absence of antibiotic selective pressure7. The pool of the antibiotic
The question is what went wrong with this initially very successful

resistance genes, which is ampliﬁed at these hot spots is then

form of infectious disease treatment? Why resistance to antibiotics

released, together with the concomitant antibiotics, into other

develops so rapidly? To understand this phenomenon, we have

ecological compartments. These are further disseminated to even

to take a closer look into the fundamental biological processes

more distant ecological compartments, including pathogens, via

governing the ecology and evolution in microbial ecosystems. For

extensive horizontal gene transfer (HGT) mechanisms8.
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The widespread antibiotic resistance in a variety of microbiota,

pathogens. And ﬁnally, antibiotics can be complemented by

including human and animal pathogens, is the consequence of

phages: phage-antibiotic combined therapy of infections is more

extensive use of antibiotics in human and veterinary medicine

effective than either alone19. In practical terms, the recent approval

and agriculture. What can be done to limit and contain it? It is

of bacteriophages as food additives to control foodborne patho-

clear that the massive antimicrobial usage, which inevitably results

gens opened new opportunities for their use in ‘biocontrol’

in selection of the corresponding resistance mechanisms, has to

processes20.

be lessened. Unfortunately, the trends in antibiotic production
and consumption are quite opposite, suggesting a very substantial
growth for both humans and animals9,10.

Although phages have been applied for treatment of various diseases for a century, as mentioned above their use in practical
medicine is still limited to several countries. Safety is one of the

All major classes of antimicrobials were discovered during the

main concerns when considering the use of phages for therapy and

golden age of antibiotic discovery, which came to an end more

prophylaxis since, unlike regular pharmacological products, they

than 50 years ago1. Since then, the main antimicrobial drug devel-

are living organisms. Besides, they may contribute to HGT in the

opments included extensive modiﬁcations of the existing natural

form of transduction21. According to the technological require-

compounds, which, however, cannot guarantee the rapid devel-

ments applicable in the countries currently manufacturing com-

opment of resistance even against the newer antimicrobial deriva-

mercial phage preparations, before a new phage is considered for

tives. There are many potential avenues for the development in

practical use, it must pass a number of tests conﬁrming its lytic

addition to modiﬁcation of the existing antimicrobials. Alternatives

nature and ruling out a potential involvement in HGT. The

to antimicrobials are urgently needed, and one of the most prom-

advance of omics technologies helps to address this issue.

ising approaches could be the phage employment.

Genome sequencing is an essential initial step for considering
phage candidates since it identiﬁes prophage genes such as

The idea to treat infections with phage came out of the pioneering

integrases, repressors, excisases, recombinases, terminases and

work of Félix d‘Hérelle11. The discovery of antibiotics that offered

hence, allows predictions of potential prophage properties

more convenient means to control infectious diseases, however,

including virulence factors or prophage incompleteness22.

overshadowed the phage therapy approach. It has been largely
abandoned except in a several countries: Georgia, Poland, and
Russia, where it has remained as a part of authorised therapy for
treatment of certain bacterial infections. A renewed interest in
phage therapy is dictated by the need of new approaches to
control bacterial infections, especially multidrug-resistant, and

Regulatory issues represent a major obstacle for the implementation of phage therapy: its efﬁcacy has to be conﬁrmed according to
the current pharmacological standards. This requires that properly
designed, randomised, placebo controlled, and double-blind clinical trials have to be performed. So far, 17 clinical trials have been
registered between 1996 through 2018, but the majority of them

by its advantages.

could not recruit enough patients; the others were not well
First, unlike the wide range of bacteria targeted by antibiotics,

designed, therefore they fall far from providing statistically relevant

phages are very speciﬁc and do not affect other beneﬁcial microbes.

conclusions about the efﬁcacy of phage therapy22. For instance, the

This prevents complications such as antibiotic-induced dysbiosis

recently completed Phagoburn trial, which represented a public

and secondary infections. Second, phages multiply at the sites

investment of 3.85 million euros, enrolled a total of 27 patients only

where the targets are present thus amplifying the local antibacterial

among 11 centres23. This is much less than the pre-calculated 220

effects. Third, no side effects of phage therapy have been so far

patients needed to provide statistically signiﬁcant results for the

12–14

. Fourth, phage-resistant bacteria remain sensitive to

study. Besides, the trial was designed for treatment of burn wound

other phages and, according to post-soviet regulations and stan-

infections caused by E. coli, but the clinical results showed that

dards for production of commercial phage preparations, introduc-

P. aeruginosa was predominant. The inadequate trial outcome was

detected

tion of new phages is a much faster and cheaper process compared

signiﬁcantly affected by the initial error in trial design as it is well

to the development of new antimicrobials. Fifth, phages may be a

known that burn wounds are mostly infected by P. aeruginosa, not

valuable source of enzymes, such as lysins, active against patho-

E. coli. A randomised, placebo-controlled, double-blind clinical

15

gens . Sixth, bacteriophages could play a signiﬁcant role in restrict16,17

trial has been recently completed in Georgia. Patients with urinary

. Seventh,

tract infections caused by E. coli, Enterococcus spp., Proteus spp.,

phages may be effectively used for diagnostic purposes18. Eighth,

Streptococcus spp., S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were enrolled in

unlike antibiotics, phages are efﬁcient against bioﬁlm-forming

the study. The patients were treated with a commercial preparation

ing the evolution and spread of antibiotic resistance
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Pyo-bacteriophage, which is a mix of bacteriophages targeting all
these pathogens. Preliminary results of the clinical trial have been
published24,25, which hopefully will result in a broader recognition
of phage therapy for treatment of multidrug resistant infections.
Once widely accepted, phage can be used as a valuable alternative
option to lessen antibiotic usage and corresponding resistance.
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